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This section discusses expressions and operators.  It includes the following topics:

An overview of expressions and operators

The precedence of operators

Using parentheses in expressions

Arithmetic operators and expressions

Relational operators and expressions

Boolean operators and expressions

Concatenation operators and expressions

For help in understanding syntax notation, see “Notation Conventions” at the
beginning of this manual.

An Overview of
Expressions

This subsection provides an overview of expressions.  The subsection discusses:

The composition of expressions

Using expressions in statements

Expression analysis and evaluation

Expression optimization

Automatic type conversion

The Composition of
Expressions

An expression consists of one or more terms connected by operators.  Expressions can
be simple, consisting of one term, or complex, consisting of multiple terms and
operators.  A term is the basic unit of an expression.  Operators work on the terms to
arrive at a value for the expression.  A term that is operated on by an operator is called
an operand.  A term can be a:

Symbol, other than a reserved word in the current context

Quoted string

Variable

Parenthesized expression

Function reference

Variables are discussed in Section 9, “Variables.”  Symbols are discussed in Section 8,
“Compiler Operation.”  Strings, parenthesized expressions, and function references
are discussed in this section.
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The following table lists examples of terms:

Term Type of Term

Department Symbol

"SYDNEY" Quoted string

&ABC Simple variable

&X&Z Complex variable

&TEST. Stem variable

&total.dept Compound variable

(99 + &A) Parenthesized expression

f(x,y,z) Function reference

Using Expressions in
Statements

You can use expressions in statements wherever a value is required:

As parameters to a function

As the qualifier associated with a verb keyword in a verb statement

Where a value is required in a statements

Using Expressions as Parameters to a Function

The following example illustrates how you use expressions as parameters to a
function.  The statement F(LENGTH(&z)+5,&z||"extra") calls the function F and
includes two expressions.  The first expression LENGTH(&z)+5 calls the built-in
function LENGTH, adds 5, and passes the result as the first parameter to F.  The
second expression &z||"EXTRA" concatenates the value of &z with EXTRA and
passes the result as the second parameter to F.

Built-in functions are permitted on assignment statements, and expressions are
allowed as arguments to a built-in function.  Built-in functions can be nested.  The
following table lists examples of built-in functions:

Example Comment

&x = LENGTH(&z) Built-in function on an assignment statement

F(LENGTH(&z)+5,&z||"extra") Expressions used as arguments to a built-in function

LENGTH(STRIP(&weekday)) Nested built-in functions

Using Expressions as the Qualifier to a Keyword

In the following statement, an expression is used as the qualifier associated with a verb
keyword:

WRITE COLOR=&color DATA=result is &xyz+f(99)
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The keywords of some verbs restrict how expressions can be used.  For example, if you
want to include an expression in a VARS list or a FIELDS list (used with the
VARTABLE verb), you must enclose the expression in parentheses.  The examples in
the following table illustrate this:

Example Comment

VARS=(&a,&b,(get_names()),&e) Expression in a VARS list

FIELDS=(data1,(data||&1 &data||&2),adjust) Expression in a FIELDS list

Using Expressions Where a Value is Required in a Statement

Some examples of other NCL statements that include expressions are shown in the
following table:

Statement Type of Statement

&total = &total + 1 Assignment

&userid = &SYS.USERID Assignment

IF &x = &y THEN … IF

DO WHILE &x = &y … DO WHILE

DO UNTIL &x = &y + 5 … DO UNTIL

NCL does not distinguish between arithmetic and Boolean expressions.  Certain
statements (for example, the IF core statement) require that the final result of an
expression is a Boolean value (0 or 1), but the expression itself may contain arithmetic
and other operators.

Expression Analysis and
Evaluation

When parsing a statement and whenever an expression is allowed in the syntax,
expression analysis begins.  The end of an expression may not be obvious because of
the blank and abuttal concatenation operators.  Any one of the following ends an
expression:

The end of a statement

The next keyword that is reserved in the current context

A comma (,) wherever it has meaning in the current context

A closing parenthesis wherever it has meaning in the current context

The following table lists examples that show where an expression ends:

What You Type Expression Ends at

&a = &b + &c; The end of the statement

IF &a  &b THEN … The THEN keyword

func(&a + &b,&c * 7) The comma (,)

func(&a + &b,&c * 7) The closing parenthesis

If a comma (,) or closing parenthesis has no meaning in the current context—for
example, if a closing parenthesis is used when there is no preceding opening
parenthesis—NCL returns an error.
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During expression evaluation, all arguments and intermediate results can be thought
of as being stored as character strings.  Operators that require numeric operands
convert the operands to numbers.  This is discussed later in this section in “Automatic
Type Conversion.”  Expressions are evaluated according to the order of precedence of
operators.  The precedence of operators is listed in “Precedence of Operators,” later in
this section.

Expression Optimization During compilation, expressions are optimized.  Optimization includes the following:

Concatenating constant strings

Rearranging expressions when they contain separated constant operands

Performing operations when an operator has constant operands (“constant
folding”)

Converting alphabetic characters in labels, procedures, functions, and variable
names from lowercase to uppercase letters

The optimization process can rearrange operations involving the arithmetic addition
(+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*), and division (/) operators.  This occurs only
when rearrangement does not affect the algebraic result of the expression (see
“Precision of Numbers,” later in this section, for more information).  NCL performs
constant folding when an operator has constant operands.  For example, the compiler
rearranges the expression 1 + &a + 2 to 1 + 2 + &a and adds the constants to give 3 +
&a.

You can use the parentheses to alter or force the evaluation order, if you wish.

Automatic Type
Conversion

A value can be of two types—string or numeric.  The numeric type includes the
sub-types:  floating point, integral, and Boolean.

The type associated with a value depends on context, and conversion from string to
number or from number to string is handled automatically by NCL.  For example, in
the following statement, the value of 0023 is a string and the string 0023 is displayed
on the screen:

SAY 0023

However, in the following statement, the value of 0023 is treated as numeric and the
number 28 is displayed on the screen:

SAY 0023+5

When NCL attempts to convert a string to a number, it strips the string of leading and
trailing blanks and removes any blanks after a leading plus sign (+) or minus sign (-).
If the string is in a context that requires it to be numeric, the compiler produces an
error if it is not a correctly formatted number.  NCL can always convert a number to a
string.

Type Conversion and Arithmetic Operators

The arithmetic operators require the operands to be numeric.
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Type Conversion and Relational Operators

Simple relational operators attempt to convert operands to numbers.  They perform a
numeric comparison (or, if one of the operands is not a number, a character
comparison) and return a Boolean result (either 1 or 0).  The result can be used as
either a string or a number.

Strict relational operators compare operands as strings and return a Boolean result
(either 1 or 0).  The result can be used as either a string or a number.

Type Conversion and Boolean Operators

The Boolean operators expect operands to be Boolean (either 1 or 0).  They return a
Boolean result, which can be used as either a string or a number.

Type Conversion and the Concatenation Operator

The concatenation operators expect operands to be strings.  They return a result that
can be used as either a string or a number.

Example of Type Conversion

The following example illustrates automatic data conversion.  It uses the following
statement to show how NCL performs automatic type conversion at each step of
processing:

&a = XYZ||LENGTH(1 + 2)

Step Comment

(1 + 2) The addition operator requires numbers.  1 and 2 in this context are numeric.

(3) The result of addition is numeric.  3 in this context is numeric.

LENGTH(3) The built-in function LENGTH requires strings.  3 in this context is a string.

1 The result of LENGTH is a number.  1 in this context is numeric.

XYZ||1 The concatenation operator requires strings.  XYZ is a string.  1 in this context is a
string.

XYZ1 The result of concatenation is a string.  XYZ1 is a string.

The final result of analysis placed in &a is XYZ1, which is a string.

Numbers and strings can look the same but are stored differently.  In particular,
variables can hold values in several different forms at the same time.  For example, the
result of the assignment statement &a = 005 is that &a holds a string of 005 and a
number of 5 at the same time.

However, if &a is used in an arithmetic expression—for example in the expression
&a = &a + 1—the result is 6, a number, not 006, a string.  In addition, the string value
of 005 is deleted.
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Precedence of
Operators

NCL evaluates expressions from left to right.  It evaluates operators in expressions
according to their position and precedence.  Operators that have the same precedence
are evaluated from left to right.  Operators with a higher precedence are evaluated
before operators with a lower precedence.  You can use parentheses to alter the
standard order of operation.

Table 10-1 shows the level of precedence for each operator, from highest to lowest, and
its type.  Operators with the same level of precedence are grouped together.

Using Parentheses in
Expressions

This subsection describes how to use parentheses in expressions.  Parentheses have the
highest precedence.  An expression enclosed in parentheses is always evaluated first.
You can use parentheses in expressions to do the following:

Alter the order of evaluation

Delimit terms, especially when nested, to clarify the code

Delimit an expression that becomes the name of a local or external function

Blanks are deleted on the inside of a parenthesis:  that is, to the right of the opening
parenthesis and to the left of the closing parenthesis.  Thus, no blank operator exists in
these positions.

“Special Characters” in Section 8 explains how parentheses are processed by the
compiler.

Using Parentheses to Alter
Evaluation Order

The following table shows how you can use parentheses to alter the order of
evaluation of an expression and produce a different result:

Expression Result

(2 + 3 * 4 ** 2)   50

(2 + 3) * (4 ** 2)   80

((2 + 3) * 4) ** 2) 400

Using Parentheses to
Clarify an Expression

Using parentheses to delimit nested expressions is recommended for clarity.  The
following example illustrates this:

(&a + (&b - (&c + &d)))

Using Parentheses When
Referring to a Function

You use parentheses when referring to a function through an expression.  In the
following example, the name of the function is determined by the value of the variable
&number that is concatenated with FUNC:

&a = (FUNC||&number)()
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Table 10-1.  Precedence of Operators

Operator Operation Type

( Begin a logical group Parenthesis

) End a logical group Parenthesis

\ Logical NOT Boolean

NOT Logical NOT Boolean

+ Unary plus Arithmetic

- Unary minus Arithmetic

** Exponentiation Arithmetic

* Multiplication Arithmetic

/ Division Arithmetic

// Integer division Arithmetic

% Remainder Arithmetic

+ Addition Arithmetic

- Subtraction Arithmetic

blank Concatenation Concatenation

|| Concatenation Concatenation

= Simple equal to Relational

\= Simple not equal to Relational

< Simple less than Relational

> Simple greater than Relational

<= Simple less than or equal to Relational

>= Simple greater than or equal to Relational

== Strict equal to Relational

\== Strict not equal to Relational

<< Strict less than Relational

>> Strict greater than Relational

<<= Strict less than or equal to Relational

>>= Strict greater than or equal to Relational

AND Logical AND Boolean

OR Logical inclusive OR Boolean

XOR Logical exclusive OR Boolean
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Arithmetic Operators
and Expressions

This subsection describes arithmetic operators and arithmetic expressions.

Arithmetic Operators Arithmetic operators specify an arithmetic operation on one or more terms in an
expression.  Table 10-2 lists arithmetic operators in order of precedence.  Operators
with the same level of precedence are grouped together.

Table 10-2.  Arithmetic Operators in Order of Precedence

Operator Operation

+ Unary plus

- Unary minus

** Exponentiation

* Multiplication

/ Division

// Integer division

% Remainder

+ Addition

- Subtraction

Unary Plus Operator (+)

The unary plus operator forces the numeric interpretation of the term to which it is
adjacent.  The term must represent a valid number.  The unary plus operator (+) does
not change the numeric value of the term.

The general syntax for using the unary plus operator is:

+term

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 1 + +1 &a has the value 2.

say +99 Symbol 99 is displayed.
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Unary Minus Operator (-)

The unary minus operator (-) inverts the value of the numeric term to which it is
adjacent; that is, a positive value is changed to a negative value, and a negative value
is changed to a positive value.  The term must represent a valid number.  The unary
minus operator forces a term to be numerically interpreted.

The general syntax for using the unary minus operator is:

-term

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 1 + -1 &a has the value 0 (zero).

say -+99 The symbol -99 is displayed.

say --99 The symbol 99 is displayed.

Exponentiation Operator (**)

The exponentiation operator (**) raises the left term of an expression to a power
determined by the term at the right.  The term and the power must represent valid
numbers.  The power must be an integer.

The general syntax for using the exponentiation operator is:

term ** power

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

power

specifies a power in an expression.  See the exponentiation operator, described
previously in this section.

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 2 ** 2 &a has the value 4.

&a = 5 ** 3 &a has the value 125.
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Multiplication Operator (*)

The multiplication operator (*) multiplies the left term of an expression by the right
term.  The terms must represent valid numbers.

The general syntax for using the multiplication operator is:

term * term

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 2 * 2 &a has the value 4.

&a = 5 * 3 &a has the value 15.

Division Operator (/)

The division operator (/) divides the left term of an expression by the right term.  The
terms must represent valid numbers.  The result may be fractional.

The general syntax for using the division operator is:

term / term

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 2 / 2 &a has the value 1.

&a = 3 / 2 &a has the value 1.5.
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Integer Division Operator (//)

The integer division operator (//) divides the left term of an expression by the right
term.  The terms must represent valid numbers.  The result is truncated to an integer.

The general syntax for using the integer division operator is:

term // term

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 2 // 2 &a has the value 1.

&a = 3 // 2 &a has the value 1.

Remainder Operator (%)

The remainder operator (%) divides the left term of expression by the right term.  The
terms must represent valid numbers.  The result is truncated to an integer, multiplied
by the divisor and subtracted from the dividend to produce the remainder.  See the
provided examples for details.

The general syntax for using this operator is:

term1 % term2

term1

specifies a term in an expression.

term2

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

The statement term1 % term2 is equivalent to the expression:

term1 - ((term1 // term2) * term2)

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 2 % 2 &a has the value 0.

&a = 3 % 2 &a has the value 1.
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Addition Operator (+)

The addition operator (+) adds the left term of an expression to the right term.  Both
terms must represent valid numbers.

The general syntax for using the addition operator is:

term + term

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 2 + 2 &a has the value 4.

&a = 3 + 2 &a has the value 5.

Subtraction Operator (-)

The subtraction operator (-) subtracts the right term of an expression from the left
term.  Both terms must represent valid numbers.

The general syntax for using the subtraction operator is:

term - term

term

specifies a term in an expression.  Terms are defined at the beginning of this
section under “The Composition of Expressions.”

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result

&a = 2 - 2 &a has the value 0.

&a = 3 - 2 &a has the value 1.

Arithmetic Expressions An arithmetic expression gives the mathematical result of a calculation.  The result is
placed in a variable.

NCL treats numbers as real numbers.  These are either integers or numbers containing
a decimal.  NCL uses floating-point arithmetic to evaluate arithmetic expressions.
Results are maintained in scientific notation.  For example, the number 22.8 is held in a
variable as +.22800000000000e+02, which means 0.228 times 10 to the power of 2.
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NCL supports numbers to 15 decimal digits of precision.  NCL supports a range of
1e-50 through 1e+50.  This is within the range supported by the operating system of
8.63616855509445e-78 (the absolute value of the smallest representable number)
through 1.15792089237161e77 (the absolute value of the largest representable number).

Some examples of arithmetic expressions are:

Expression Operation Result

1 + 2 Addition 3

497021 - 7832 Subtraction 489189

0.08 + 76.889 Addition 76.969

38 - 97 Subtraction -59

1e5 - 22.9 Subtraction 99977.1

10 - -10 Subtraction 20

2 ** 3 Exponentiation 8

44 / 11 Division 4

45 / 11 Division 4.090909…

45 // 11 Integer division 4

10 % 6 Remainder 4

A variable that contains a numeric value can represent a number; for example:

&A + 1
&COUNTER + &INCREMENT

Precision of Numbers

Loss of precision can occur when dealing with values that are very small or very large,
relative to each other.  The following example, which performs an operation that relies
on operand ordering for correct execution, illustrates this.

Assume, using three digits of precision, that you want the result of the expression
.990e50 - &a + .002e49 in which &a is between .900e50 and .990e50.  During
compilation, the compiler rearranges the expression to be (.990e50 + .002e49) - &a,
giving the result .990e50 - &a.  This may not give the result you expect from the
original expression.  For example, if &a is .900e50, the result is .900e49.

To force the evaluation order that you require, you must use parentheses as shown
next.  The following example gives the result .902e49 when &a equals .900e50.

(.990e50 - &a) + .002e49

You can use the ON statement with either the general ERROR handler or the specific
ARITH_ERROR handler to trap numbers that do not fall within the range of numbers
accepted by NCL.
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Overflow and Underflow

An overflow error occurs if the size of a number is too large to be represented:  that is,
outside ±1.15792089237161e77.

An underflow error occurs if the size of a number is too close to 0 (zero) to be
represented:  that is, inside ±8.63616855509445e-78.

You can use the ON statement with either the general ERROR handler or the specific
ARITH_ERROR handler to trap overflow and underflow errors.

Division by 0 (Zero)

An attempt to divide by 0 (zero) causes an error.  You can use the ON statement with
either the general ERROR handler or the specific ARITH_ERROR handler to trap this
error.

Relational Operators
and Expressions

This subsection describes relational operators and relational expressions.

Relational Operators Relational operators compare the left term to the right term in an expression and
return either 1 if the relation is true or 0 (zero) if the relation is false.  There are two
classes of relational operators:  simple and strict.

Simple Relational Operators

Simple relational operators strip all leading and trailing blanks from both terms before
making the comparison.  In addition, if both terms are valid numbers, a numeric
comparison is performed.  If either is not a number, a character comparison (with
blank padding at the end of the shorter term) is performed.  The terms are not
converted to uppercase letters.

Table 10-3 lists the simple relational operators.  All operators have the same level of
precedence.

Table 10-3.  Simple Relational Operators

Operator Operation Comment

= Simple equal to Performs a simple test of equality.

\= Simple not equal to Performs a simple test of non-equality.

< Simple less than Performs a simple less than test.

> Simple greater than Performs a simple greater than test.

<= Simple less than or equal to Performs a simple less than or equal to test.

>= Simple greater than or equal to Performs a simple greater than or equal to test.

Note For the sake of efficiency, use the simple equal sign (=) when comparing numeric terms.
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Strict Relational Operators

Strict relational operators compare the two terms as they are.  No stripping or padding
is done, and the terms are always compared as character strings.  If the two terms are
equal up to the shorter length, the longer term is regarded as greater than the shorter
term, and the appropriate truth value returned.  If the two terms are not equal up to
the shorter length, then the term that is greater at that point is greater regardless of the
length.  The following examples compare lengths:

a is less than 'a '
a is greater than ' '
a is greater than ' a'

Lowercase letters are not converted to uppercase when the comparison is performed.

Note For the sake of efficiency, use the strict equal sign (==) whenever leading or trailing blanks are intrinsic
parts of the strings being compared.

Table 10-4 lists strict relational operators.  All operators have the same level of
precedence.

Table 10-4.  Strict Relational Operators

Operator Operation Comment

== Strict equal to Performs a strict test of equality.

\== Strict not equal to Performs a strict test of non equality.

<< Strict less than Performs a strict less than test.

>> Strict greater than Performs a strict greater than test.

<<= Strict less than or equal to Performs a strict less than or equal to test.

>>= Strict greater than or equal to Performs a strict greater than or equal to test.

Relational Expressions You can assign the result of the comparison to a variable.  For example, the expression
&result = &x > &y tests whether or not the value of &x is greater then the value of &y.

The following table shows the value of &result after the comparison:

Possibility Value of &result

If &x is greater then &y 1

If &x is less than &y 0

If &x is equal to &y 0
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Some examples of relational expressions are:

What You Type Comment

IF &a = &b THEN … Expression in an IF statement

SELECT; WHEN &a = 1 THEN … Expression in a WHEN clause in the SELECT
statement

You can compare expressions with relational operators in an IF, DO WHILE, or DO
UNTIL statement.

Boolean Operators
and Expressions

This subsection describes Boolean operators and Boolean expressions.

Boolean Operators Table 10-5 lists the Boolean operators.  Operators with the same level of precedence are
grouped together.

Table 10-5.  Boolean Operators

Operator Operation Meaning

\ Logical NOT Logically negates true to false or false to true.

NOT Logical NOT Logically negates true to false or false to true.

AND Logical AND Produces a true state if both adjacent conditions are true, else
false.

OR Logical inclusive OR Produces a true state if one or both conditions are true, else
false.

XOR Logical exclusive OR Produces a true state if one but not both conditions are true,
else false.

Tables 10-6 shows the results of Boolean evaluation in the form of truth tables.

Table 10-6.  Truth Table for AND, OR, and XOR

AND True False OR True False XOR True False

True True False True True True True False True

False False False False True False False True False

Boolean Expressions Terms connected by AND and OR are evaluated from left to right.

In the case of AND, if a term evaluation results in a false state, the AND operation
stops and does not evaluate further terms; the result is false.  If all terms equate to a
true state, the AND operation returns a result of true.
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In the case of OR, if a term equates to a true state, the OR operation stops and does not
evaluate further terms; the result is true.  If all terms equate to a false state, the OR
operation returns a result of false.

All terms connected by XOR are evaluated.  The XOR operation returns a true value if
only one of the terms is true.

Some examples of Boolean expressions are:

What You Type Comment

IF NOT &a THEN … If NOT &a is true, continue with the
THEN clause.

IF NOT (&a >> &b) THEN … Same as IF &a  <<= &b THEN ….

IF NOT &a AND &b THEN … Same as IF (NOT &a) AND &b THEN ….

IF NOT &error AND &tokenlength > 0
THEN …

If NOT &error AND &tokenlength > 0 is
true, continue with the THEN clause.

IF NOT &notfound THEN … If found, continue with the THEN clause.

IF NOT &eof AND LENGTH(&line) > 0
THEN …

If NOT &eof AND LENGTH(&line) > 0 is
true, continue with the THEN clause.

Concatenation
Operator and
Expressions

This section discusses how to use the concatenation operator with string expressions.

Using the Concatenation
Operator

The concatenation operator (||) logically concatenates the left and right terms of an
expression and returns the result as a single character string.  Some examples are listed
in the following table:

What You Type Result of Concatenation Processing

a||b ab

123||456 123456

GO||OD GOOD

(123||123)+5 123128

The last example also illustrates the importance of context in concatenation.  The
expression (123||123) results in a string—not a number—of 123123.  The expression
123123+5 results in a number, because the plus sign (+) is regarded as the addition
operator in this context.  The final result could be regarded by the compiler as either
an unquoted string or a number, depending on the context.

Using the Blank to
Concatenate Strings

Depending on context, the blank may be regarded by the compiler as a concatenation
operator.  The general rule is that it is regarded as an operator only if it is not adjacent
to other operators or to the inside of a parenthesis.  A blank operator is present when
two terms are separated by an arbitrary number of blanks.

The blank concatenation operator concatenates the left and right terms of an
expression, inserting a single blank between them, and returns the result as a character
string.  Any number of blanks are regarded as one blank operator.
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Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result of Concatenation Processing

a       b a b

a   b   c a b c

a || b ab

a     ||      b ab

1234      567 1234 567

1234 || 567 1234567

1234    ||     567 1234567

12344+1   ||    567 12345567

12344+1    567 12345 567

Note the preceding final two examples.  The plus sign (+) in each case means that the
compiler treats the two terms 12344 and 1 as numbers, the result of addition being
12345.  The compiler then performs concatenation.

Blanks within a quoted string are not regarded as a blank operator.  Thus the result of
concatenating the following string is a  b because the blanks within the quotes are
significant:

"a "||" b"

Blanks are not regarded as a blank operator between the following:

A term and another operator

Two operators

A term and a keyword

An operator and a keyword

Terms are defined at the beginning of this section under “The Composition of
Expressions.”  For example, the blanks are not regarded as an operator in the
following expression.  The blanks in this context act as lexical element delimiters.

&a + &b - &c

Blanks at the start and end of an expression are not regarded as an operator.  For
example, the blanks are not regarded as an operator in the following expression.  Once
again, the blanks in this context act as lexical element delimiters.

IF &a = &b THEN …
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Blanks adjacent to the inside of a parenthesis are not regarded as a blank operator and
are deleted, as the following examples illustrate.  However, blanks adjacent to the
outside of a parenthesis are significant, and can form a blank operator if they are not
adjacent to some other blank-removing lexical element.  Here are some examples:

What You Type Result of Concatenation Processing

(     a  ||   b     ) ab

(   00232   ||  444  ) 00232444

(  00232  ||  444 ) + 1 232445

a  ( b ) a b

a  (b) a b

The double zero (00) is not dropped in the preceding second example because the
terms are not treated as numbers.  However, it is dropped in the third example
because the presence of the plus sign (+) means that the compiler treats the terms in
the expression as numbers.

Using Abuttal to
Concatenate Strings

In addition to explicit concatenation with the concatenation operator (||) and implied
concatenation with the blank operator, you can abut two terms to concatenate them.

The abuttal operation concatenates the left and right terms of an expression as if the
explicit concatenation operator (||) had been specified.

This operation is performed when:

A quoted string is next to a symbol.

A quoted string is next to a variable.

Two quoted strings (each with a different quote sign, either " or ') are next to each
other.

A symbol is next to a variable (due to variable syntax rules, only when the symbol
precedes the variable).

Some examples are listed in the following table:

What You Type Result of Concatenation Processing

abc'def' abcdef

"abc"def abcdef

'abc'&def abc1 (if &def has a value of 1)
&def"abc" 1abc (if &def has a value of 1)
'123'"abc" 123abc

"123"'abc' 123abc

X&ABC X2 (if &ABC has a value of 2)

In the last example, &ABC is regarded by the compiler as a simple variable name of
ABC.
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It is important to remember that when the lexical element next to the current lexical
element is a reserved word, neither the blank nor abuttal operators apply, and that the
individual characters of the operators act as lexical element delimiters.


